Meet Seungmoon:

While visiting our ministry partner in Uganda last month, we were privileged to meet Seungmoon, a man disabled by amputation and unable to walk or stand. For the past several years, he got around by walking, using discarded shoes to prowl his fields.

Thankfully, our GAIN International shipped several PETs. (Personal Energy Transportation) Carts, designed to help disabled persons traverse the rugged pathways so common in developing countries. After a few minutes of instruction, Seungmoon was pedaling around and smiling. “Before, I used to crawl on my hands and when it rained, I would be in bed most of the week,” he would be injured but now I will be able to work more vigorously.”
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"Production and Shipping Costs Increase, but Need is Stable"

At the last 3 months ending, Columbus has built 794 PETs and shipped 768. More and more each before local ships we stock fewer. Do we want to and repair parts to this country? As a good idea and as we are meeting cars as well as I'm writing work notes. More funds are demanded for this endeavor: PET International heard this need and after much thought decided to increase the requested donation so one PET to $900.00. Even the beginning of our year at the price at $250.00 and it has suffered until now. For instance, running miles are taking a bigger share of the pie, we recently sent $5,150 to San Diego for Vietnam for $5,000 or $200,000 PET.

Columbus mission to raise more and more money and most hospitals have offered. We are now building a number of PETs to help our ECMXO Steel Company in Kansas City is donating steel trees to help build frames. Hubbell Power System builds and gathers steel in the local frame making. Julia and Dallas Anderson in Ohio, are stopping every building a 26,000 frames for the PET allergens. Columbus will begin making frames locally this summer. Building PETs continues to evolve but one item is a viable. Many persons crowdfunding around will need motivation. We need your help by the grace of God. We are making an impact one person at a time.

96 Year Old Helps His Brother In Need

Anybody at any age can raise funds for a PET.

A $250 check arrived from an estate with this note from South Carolina. This is just one way that many of our supporters are coming up with to provide needed PETs. We are grateful for all of your ideas and generosity.

"Men on Missions have been collecting aluminum cans and recycling them and collecting pocket change and donations to get this amount. The man who was in charge of this project in our church, Dallas Simmons Cone, Jr., age 96, passed away January 18, 2015. He was so interested in trying to get enough money for a cart."

The celebration event was well attended by Columbus Chamber of Commerce Ambassadors (the gold jacket) and PET MO-Columbus visitors (mainly in blue PET 20th Anniversary shirts), as well as three broadcast media personalities. At the community Carr, McCroy, Executive Director, and Mid West PET Founder, cut the ribbon while celebrating that “We’ve bought 50,000 people.” Two people took some roles, one PET, a volunteer placed music, and many enjoyed refreshments provided by volunteers. The three media celebrities named PETs. One gave a report at the end of his news broadcast that evening. We included some news personalities here and you also give a peak at the shop and warehouse if you have not made it here yet.

Come visit us. The shop is generally open Monday to Friday 8 am to 3 pm. On call ahead.

Director’s Desk:

“Production and Shipping Costs Increase, but Need is Stable”

Love and kindness are never wasted. They always make a difference. They bless the one who receives them, and they bless you, the giver.

- Barbara de Angelis

EXCITED KOMBO EXCHANGES BROKEN WHEELCHAIR FOR A PET.

"The Normal Wheelchair that we used to is quite inadequate in the rough terrain where we live."

Mr. Lena is a new distribution partner. He works with New Tribes Mission based in PA. We are so grateful to Levi for his efforts & report & your donations to change Kombos life. Let’s partner together to assist the Levi’s of the world.

"Gift of Mobility, I want to thank you for your ministry. This work I was able to give Kombos a PET device to help him gain some more freedom in getting around, especially, since he has been paralyzed most of his life. When he was a young boy he was born with the condition and later on he was paralyzed. There has been highly reliable on people to push him around in a chair. So the normal wheelchair that we are used to is quite inadequate in the rough terrain where we live. Every morning someone from Kombos family will push him out to the village market that his house where he spends most of his day. Until now, if he desired to get any further, he would have to pay someone to push him as nothing is done for free or out of compassion.

The rest of his current chair has been worn out for a long time ago he has been improved by facilitating plastic seat and frame on it and then replacing it and then using it. The rubber on the wheels has been worn out for a long time ago. He has been given a PET. We are so happy with it. The wheels are now been filled with lubricant, the seat has been improved to fit with his body. He sits more comfortably on it. He uses it off coffee must to fill in the space and then strapped tightly with a strip of razor tape to secure them to the frame.

Kombo was very excited to receive his new PET and the extraordinary gesture to see this gift to a try. Kombos home is located a short distance away from where we live. It is one of the family members that have been teaching and touch them God’s Word. Our project is that this PET will be a tool that will draw Kombos, his family, and many others from the community to come and hear the teaching when we are able to do it. Thank you again for your support.

At His Service and For His Glory,

Levi Lena, New Tribes Mission, Papua New Guinea

COLUMBIA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE AND OTHER PET FRIENDS JOIN US IN THE CELEBRATION

CELEBRATION OF 50,000 PET PRODUCED SINCE 1994

"The beauty of a person’s life is only an activity done with an unselfish intention for someone in his life.”

-Anuj Somany
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